DO GOOD
WHILE YOU
STILL CAN
BEFORE
ITS TOO LATE
Spaceship Earth
a tiny dot in the cosmos.
Our last stand is here with
nowhere else to go

If it is to be
it's up to me.

PAUSE FOR A MOMENT AND ASK “WHAT IS REALLY IMPORTANT.”
Can the soldier in the coffin above take his money with him or benefit from the freedoms he has secured for
us? Will he be forgotten and left without a marker after the Warren Hysterical grave robbers steal it as it
appears grave robbers are not prosecuted here. Ask yourself what are the best things I can do to help my
community? When historians look back at a persons life for what was important it is not how much money
or what things they got for themselves but rather what good they did for the community that is counted as
important. The wise person learns from history to create a better future. Ignorant folks ignore history, current
events and reality. Many folks live in fantasy while ignoring a world of opportunity. Look for opportunities.
Think positive. We also need to be informed and aware of threats and to be prepared to deal with them. Many
died or were made slaves because they didn't. And it is going on all over the world today and here.
There are a few things that our community needs. First is a code of conduct for all humans. We need it to
become the expectation and the legal and moral norm for all humans. It should be that One should bring no
harm to another by ones actions or inaction. Those who grossly violate it by purposely taking lives or
becoming a career criminal should be dropped off on a deserted pacific island where their antisocial behavior
will no longer threaten us. This also has the benefit to us not wasting $40,000 a year to support them with
food, housing, medical care, legal services etc. Lesser criminals should be sentenced to jail but made to do
public service work such as mowing, clean up, construction of needed housing, solar panels, mass transit
tunnels, installing insulation and other public service jobs. In this way they could learn occupations while
paying their dept to society rather than us just supporting them. When they get out they will be able to
support themselves. We are sentenced to a life of work and they shouldn't be getting a free ride.
We need to both require and provide a quality education for youth not the shoddy inadequate incomplete
sorry excuse now being passed off as an education. Graduates now learn less than what was taught in a one
room school in 1890. Students spend too much time goofing off in school. They should be required to pass
final exams to earn a diploma that actually means something. Now many can't even give correct change
without a calculator. Many can't find the USA on a blank map or tell you who we fought in WWII and why.
They should be given the opportunity to learn an occupation in school or at a summer boot camp. And then
be given the opportunity to work in it as public service for a few months giving them needed experience.
Those citizens out of work should be offered job training and job opportunities. The government can be
the employer of last resort. That pay check supports a family, eliminates welfare, helps the economy and the
taxes pay it back over time. Working families support themselves. We can have workfare rather than
welfare. We need to help all citizens in need with needed medical care, and fathers required to support their
children. Everyone should do their fair share to support themselves. We can create ample for all and a better
life for all. We need mass transit, which can get rid of traffic and parking hassles and provide a nice low cost
ride anywhere at any time. With nice safe weather free travel and shopping malls available to all including
seniors and handicapped. We need more green areas, gardens, a few horses, less cement, more use of solar
panels for roofs, locally grown food (which is healthier and supports local economy) and much better
planning for a better future for all. Why not create these things? Why not create a better future?
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